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Introduction 

We want the students to have an app that will significantly reduce time used for queueing in the canteen.  

This will help ease the crowds in the canteen. The teachers could also make use of this app too if they are 

in a rush. It will be successful at stopping long queues on usual days. We were inspired to do this seeing 

that the canteen is always crowded. This app allows users to enter a virtual queue to shorten the queue in 

the real world.  

We conducted a small survey with a number of students to ensure that the students wanted an online 

queue to save time:  

 

According to our survey, 90.9% of students get that queues in the canteen were too long. 



 

About 81.8% of people also felt that it would be more convenient if they were able to queue for food on 

their phone.  



 

90.9% of students said that they would like to use the time queueing to do other stuff that want or like to 

do. Hence we feel that our project can meet the needs of the students.  

 

 

 

The Study & Methodology 

Based on our survey, about 80% of students said that they are frustrated with long queues in the canteen. 

70% said that want to change the queues. This means that more people will not buy food and would rather 

go hungry than queue for the food. This would be a big issue as the students need to eat in order to have 

enough energy to last them for the day, especially if they had already drained their energy before that due 

to PE. We aim to solve this problem with our app which provides virtual queues. This way the canteen 

will be more efficient, and people will not go hungry, leading to more students concentrating in class and 



doing better in their studies. We researched in to easy app making and decided that appinventor was 

perfect for our creation. We then researched on our various components of our project and tried to 

implement it into the app. The group leader is Zi Heng. Members are Xin Yao, Jonathan and Dylan . 

Our group had decided to split jobs such that we could get work done more quickly and efficiently. Xin 

Yao and Jonathan would do the app while Dylan and Ziheng did the reports, timeline, slides and support 

for testing and creation of the app.                                                             We had planned to complete the 

components of the app about 75% until mid term and finished the server before final evaluation.  

 

4. Outcomes, Analysis & Discussions 

 

Students apply critical, creative and caring thinking skills to judge the effectiveness of the ideas they are  

presenting. 

Here is our flowchart for the different features of our app:  

● Include all features of the 

system with screenshots and descriptions of its purpose  



 



This is the login page, where students will log into their accounts to ‘chope’ food. There is also a button 

where students can create their own account if they have not done so.  



 



If the students don’t have an account yet, they can create one with their choice of username and password. 

 

This is the page the student will see once they have successfully created their account.  



 



This is the page the user will see when they log in to their account. They will be able to select the stall 

from the canteen. There is also a logout button that they can use if they change their mind about buying 

food. When students ‘select the stall’ they will get to see how many people there are in the queue. 

A notification asking the student whether the student want to save their password would appear. If the 

student selected yes, then next time the app is opened, the student will go directly to the accounts page. 



 



When the user has selected the canteen, they will be brought to the page where they can select the stalls 

they want to queue for the canteen.  



 



When the student has selected the stall to ‘chope’ their food they can press a button to do so. Once the 

stall has been ‘choped’ there will be the words signalling that their order has been made.  

Then, the students have to wait for a while before a message can be sent to them to allow them to buy 

food. 

 

 

 

5. Implications and Recommendations  

We think that our project can be improved by debugging it further and refining the system and server so 

that it will not fail or be glitchy, such as the create accounts page, which sometimes doesn’t work. We are 

also interested to add more food choices such as the IS canteen, so that the students will also be able to 

beat the queues at other stalls at other canteens, which they may prefer. We also could improve the queue 

view and the timer system to provide more efficiency and better understanding for the students on how 

our app works.  

 

 

6. Conclusion 

We have learnt many things through our very first project development. We have learnt the importance of 

teamwork, because we have to split parts and everyone has to do that job in order for the app to work 

properly, the slides and report are done, and everyone is on task. We have also learnt the importance of 

perseverance. We faced many obstacles that were hard to overcome during our project work journey. For 

example, we were unsure of how to create a server for the app. However, we persevered on despite the 

difficulty and finally managed to make the server on the app work. Thus we have learnt that perseverance 

and teamwork is vital to the success of a project. We thoroughly enjoyed the process from thinking about 

our ideas to implementing them.  
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This app is an app that can help to minimise queue in the canteen and allow for students to be able to 

spend their time more productively during recess instead of them queueing up in the canteen for most of 

the recess time. the app will allow students to be able to see the queue and how many people is in front of 

them to be better able to evaluate which store to buy food from.  to prevent students from choping at more 

than one store, we had implemented a feature that prevents students from choping at more than one store, 

to prevent sudden decline in the number of people in the queue to prevent confusion and avoid incidents 



where students are not able to reach the store in time. another function of the app is custom reminder 

settings. this function allow students to pick which position in the queue do they want to be reminded to 

proceed to the store to order their food. as the app is to allow the students to virtually connect and interact, 

no changes will be required on the stall owner’s part. this will mean that the school will be able to adapt 

to the new system faster, as the app is simple and easy to use.   

 

 

 


